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We’re a specialist group of designers, researchers and strategists. We design services and 
customer experiences and support their implementation. We work across sectors and 
around the world to improve and innovate services by:

What we do

✦Applying an understanding of what customers and businesses need and what 
makes services great.	

!

✦Combining creative and analytical methods on collaborative projects.	

!

✦Developing compelling and coherent strategies that make the case for change.	

!

✦Translating big ideas into detailed designs for memorable customer experiences.	

!

✦Developing detailed specifications to bring designs to life across multiple channels.	

!

✦Building the skills and capabilities of the teams we work with.	

!



We use design practices to innovate and improve business performance. Our Service 
Design process adapts to meet a variety of business challenges but is always underpinned 
by the same core values:

How we do it

✦Highly collaborative	

!

✦Highly Led by exploratory research	

!

✦Strategic in nature	

!

✦Creative	

!

✦Visual and tangible	

!

✦Customer-centred	

!

✦Designed for multichannel	

!

✦Aimed at simplifying complexity	

!

✦Aimed at simplifying Focused on finding and creating measureable value.	

!

!



Services can be complex.  What customers experience and come to value is the result of 
many elements working elegantly together.    	

!
To customers, a valuable service is a clear set of benefits, a great experience and a 
worthwhile relationship. For the business, the service delivers its commercial objectives 
and packages its business model into a distinct set of offers that helps them stand out 
against the competition.  	

!
We design services with this balance in mind, making sure all components of the service 
work together effectively for the equal benefit of the provider and customer.  	

!

Service design



Using collaborative tools and techniques, iDesign engages people across your organization 
to develop a clear and compelling vision of the service.  We identify the best strategies to 
achieve the vision and develop supporting concepts across all components of the service.	

!
We help you discover insights and opportunities for new and innovative services.	

!
We break down each component of a service and how it is experienced, delivered and 
sustained. 

Service strategy & research

✦Concept development with your teams, partners and customers	

!

✦Early stage prototyping	

!

✦Strategic framework development	

!

✦Phased implementation planning.



We design and prototype every element 
of your service and the customer 
experiences that define it.	

!
Services are experiences that occur over 
time and across multiple touchpoints. We 
designs and detail the different aspects of 
your service and i l lustrate how 
customers experience them as journeys 
and distinct branded experiences.	

!
We refine each aspect by:

Customer journey

✦Designing for multichannel experiences	

!

✦Iterating and testing with customers, staff and management	

!

✦Strategic framework development	

!

✦Aligning and defining back-end systems to improve customer experiences.



We align service experiences to the systems that deliver them and support 
detailed development and rollout.	

!
iDesign supports the implementation of defined improvements and new services; 
piloting and iterating designs to prepare for full rollout across channels.	

!
We do this by producing:

Specification & implementation support

✦Detailed service specifications and blueprints	

!

✦Branded experience design guides for implementation teams	

!

✦Branded behavior guidelines for frontline staff	

!

✦Service standards for delivery	

!

✦Visualized communications for customers and internal teams.



We support teams to embed approaches for designing, implementing and 
sustaining great services.	

!
iDesign works to build the skills that key teams need for the ongoing improvement 
and delivery of services by developing internal Service Design capabilities.	

!
We integrate staff within Service Design projects for hands-on learning, and also 
provide tailored training programs to:

Training and development

✦Train-in repeatable design processes and tools	

!

✦Embed the customer-centered practice of Service Design	

!

✦Re-inspire teams and refresh working practices	

!

✦Inform internal commissioning by senior managers.	


For more information, please get in touch at: info@interactivedesigncafe.com	
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Since 2005, iDesign has supported organizations in the innovation, design and 
delivery of better services.  We work to enhance customers’ experiences and to 
improve business performance across a wide range of industries and sectors.	

!
We can help your business:

About Interactive Design Café

✦Identify problem areas and generate ideas for improvement.	

!

✦Examine the operations, culture, and structure of your organization for impact on 
service experience.	

!

✦Analyzing, organizing, storyboarding, defining touchpoints, A/B testing and 
blueprinting the new service experience.	

!

✦Redesigning your products to improve the way they allow your customers to 
interact while they use your service.	

!

✦Design spaces so that they deliver a service more efficiently.	

!

✦Creating printed material, websites, software and branding to communicate what 
your service is all about.

We know the qualities that make great customer centered services


